Comparison of tri-axial accelerometers step-count accuracy in slow walking conditions.
Accelerometers have shown great promise and popularity for monitoring gait. However, the accuracy of accelerometers for gait analysis in slow walking conditions is largely unknown. In this study, we compared the accuracy of three accelerometers recommended for gait analysis - Axivity AX3, APDM Opal, and the Actigraph wGT3X-BT, by holding the step-count algorithm constant. We evaluated device accuracy in four minutes of treadmill walking at the speeds of 0.9m/s, 1.1m/s, and 1.3m/s. We constructed a symbolization of the gait data to count the steps using Piecewise Aggregate Approximation and compared the estimated step counts with observer counted steps from video recordings. Our results highlight the variation between the performance of devices - the Axivity AX3 provides more accurate step counts than the other two devices. In this, we provide evidence for future scientific teams to make decisions on selecting accelerometers which can more accurately measure steps taken at slower walking speeds, and suggest ways to improve the design of algorithms and accelerometers.